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The Vampire Tarot
Dr. Robert Wang developed The Jungian Tarot as a "visual gateway into the complexities of
Jungian psychology" to aid in the process of active imagination proposed by Carl Jung. The 22
Major Arcana represent Jungian archetypes of the collective unconscious. The figures are
visually presented with archways and circular mandalas, which aid in meditation. The court
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cards depict family roles: father, mother, daughter and son. The deck is a companion to the
Jungian Tarot Trilogy by Robert Wang.

The Wild Unknown Tarot Guidebook
Say hello to all creation, from the sun to the children.

Tarot for Your Self
Magical Imagery graces the intensely colorful cards in this tarot deck created by Bill F. Greer,
under the direction of Lloyd Morgan. Includes "The Book of Tarot by Susan Gerulskis-Estes.

Mira Sol Wisdom's the Wild Unknown Tarot: Unveil Your Etheric Majesty
Morgan's Tarot makes a comeback with its retro black and white drawings and 1960s
"counterculture philosophy." This unique 88-card deck departs from traditional tarot with
messages that can be enjoyed in any order. Booklet describes card meaning.

The Alchemical Visions Tarot
"A picture book that shows that the wonders of the moon belong to no one--and everyone"
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Next World Tarot
An original, complete book and card set designed to introduce the beginner into the intricacies
of the Tarot The tarot is an ancient art, dating back at least to the mid-fifteenth century, and
reading the tarot is a skill that can be learned and ultimately mastered. While there are many
books and decks for the advanced tarot enthusiast, there is very little for the less advanced.
Now there is The Beginner's Guide to the Tarot, a book and card set designed specifically for
the novice. In the fully illustrated, 192 page book, noted tarot expert Juliet Sharman-Burke
leads the reader through the cards and suits, the Minor and Major Arcana, and the major
layouts for the compete 78 card deck. The book is packed with a newly designed and
illustrated deck which draws upon both traditional and modern tarot iconography and is
rendered in a clear, distinctive style.

The Jungian Tarot Deck
A handwritten guide to The Wild Unknown Tarot. Written and illustrated by Kim Krans.

Fairy Tale Lenormand
Drawings of creatures and natural wonders introduce numbers from one to ten. Includes a
search-and-find activity.
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The Golden Girls Tarot Cards
From the author of the popular Introvert Doodles and Kind of Coping, Maureen “Marzi” Wilson
is tackling all kinds of big feelings with over 175 relatable, supportive, and light-hearted comics
in her signature style. We’ve been conditioned to think that the most acceptable response to
“How are you?” is, “I’m fine.” But our emotions are much more complicated than that!
Sometimes we feel a little annoyed, or elated, or afraid. And you know, that’s okay! In The
Little Book of Big Feelings, Maureen “Marzi” Wilson takes us on a journey of self-acceptance
and validation. After all, our emotions are only reactions to experiences that we can learn from;
there’s no such thing as a “bad” emotion. It’s okay to be scared, it’s alright to feel hopeful,
and it’s perfectly fine to feel both at the same time. There is a wide range of human emotions,
and it’s time we start embracing each one!

Tarot of the Spirit
Caroline Myss has created a unique set of 72 Archetype Cards, each individually designed to
provide the basic Light and Shadow Attributes of a different Archetype. The deck also contains
six blank cards on which you can create your own Archetypes. Also includes an instruction
booklet.

Hello Sacred Life
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From the seventeenth century to the early years of the twentieth, the population of Martha’s
Vineyard manifested an extremely high rate of profound hereditary deafness. In stark contrast
to the experience of most deaf people in our own society, the Vineyarders who were born deaf
were so thoroughly integrated into the daily life of the community that they were not seen—and
did not see themselves—as handicapped or as a group apart. Deaf people were included in all
aspects of life, such as town politics, jobs, church affairs, and social life. How was this
possible? On the Vineyard, hearing and deaf islanders alike grew up speaking sign language.
This unique sociolinguistic adaptation meant that the usual barriers to communication between
the hearing and the deaf, which so isolate many deaf people today, did not exist.

Wild Unknown Pocket Tarot
This book contains all 78 tarot card interpretations of The Wild Unknown Tarot deck, with in
depth writings on every card of the Major and Minor Arcana. Written by Samira Morrar, creator
of Mira Sol Wisdom's Tarot Website. Each interpretation goes into full detail of this particular
deck as well as in depth wisdom of original tarot meanings. This is a magickal guide for all tarot
readers. The interpretations are useful for all tarot decks. The purpose of this text is to bring
you into the highest alignment possible upon your Soul Path. The intention is to guide you in
the direct energy of your Divine Will, and to release all that does not serve your path.
Interpretations shared are from direct experience. This book opens portals of illumination, so
that you can learn to trust your being, as you are guided in every moment along your journey.
May this book change your life in the highest possible way, and may you flower and bloom with
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each step you take. Happy journeying, my time traveling friends.

The Wild Unknown Journal
Fairy Tales have been teaching us timeless life lessons for centuries. Lisa Hunt's enchanting
artwork draws us into the magical world of peasants and princesses, dragons and daring
deeds. By weaving imaginative myths into the Lenormand structure, Fairy Tale Lenormand
helps readers connect with the cards in meaningful and memorable ways. The 38-card
multicultural deck, presented in a treasure chest tin, includes extra Gentleman and Lady cards
for personalized readings.Arwen Lynch's delightful 120-page booklet, with foreword by
Lenormand expert Donnaleigh de LaRose, cleverly relates familiar fairy tales to the Lenormand
meanings. Booklet includes illustrated instructions for reading with Crossroads Spreads, Tower
Spreads, and Happily Ever Afters.Are you ready to peer into your own life fairy tale through the
reflective eyes of the Fairy Tale Lenormand? Artist Lisa Hunt has prepared an oracle that will
show you the storybook images parallel in your own life as told through the mirror

Gaia Oracle
From the beloved artist-seeker behind The Wild Unknown comes the New York Times
bestselling tarot deck and guidebook in a beautifully designed, pocket-sized collectible tin. Kim
Krans is not only a vanguard of the new tarot movement, but the person who is redefining it for
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the twenty-first century. For a legion of contemporary seekers, The Wild Unknown is more than
a tarot deck; it's become a resonant guide for people all over the world, inspiring them to share
countless images of their readings, tattoos, and art prints from the deck. Each of the seventyeight cards in Krans's The Wild Unknown Travel Deck is a work of art that explores the
mysteries of the natural world and the animal kingdom. The travel deck with feature an original
bonus Justice card that speaks to the social movements of our time. Hand drawn in her spare,
minimalistic style, the striking images invite deep contemplation. The Wild Unknown guidebook
will be a nutshell version of the existing one--a hand-lettered and fully illustrated primer that
leads readers through shuffling and cutting the tarot, creating spreads, and interpretations of all
seventy-eight individual cards. The Wild Unknown Travel Deck set retains the mystery,
glamour, and allure that made her original deck a cult sensation, while introducing a whole new
audience to its magic.

The Little Book of Big Feelings
Laughing Matters
Awaken your divine feminine spirit with these fun and quick techniques to nourish your soul
and enhance your emotional outlook. This book includes an audio CD with five uplifting
goddess dance tracks and five empowering goddess meditations to celebrate the goddess
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within you. Padded hardcover color book *? 48 pp. *? Audio CD

A Year with Hafiz
Far back in time, light from the underlying fabric of creation burst forth creating the superluminous event through which our Universe was born. Time began its endless journey through
ever-expanding space. The early universe was simply a sea of particles floating through space
and time. But life's invisible wheels were already in motion and over time the sea of particles
became a sea of stars from which Gaia, our Earth, was born - a living, breathing entity - our
Goddess, our Mother and our reflection. The Gaia Oracle, a beautiful new oracle set from
bestselling artist Toni Carmine Salerno, consists of 45 richly illustrated cards designed to point
you in love's direction and help you find the answers you seek.

Goddess Power Oracle
An oversize gallery-quality hardcover book featuring all of the finished art from Road's popular
tarot, along with full card descriptions in both Spanish and English, as well as bonus sketches
and other material. Featuring body outlaws, endangered cultures, and anti-colonial belief
systems, THE NEXT WORLD TAROT envisions a world where justice relies on respect and
revolutionary love. The Fool's Journey is about smashing systematic oppression, owning their
truths, being accountable to the people and places that support them, and taking back a
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connection to their body that may have been lost through trauma or societal brainwashing. The
NEXT WORLD TAROT is a visual spectacle of both the battle cry and the re-connection
between outcasts and their criminalized identities.

Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom
This stunning and innovative alphabet picture book will dazzle little ones and engage the adults
who share it with them! Each page is dedicated to a letter, and clever alliterations are packed
into each ink-and-watercolor spread. This gem comes to us from Kim Krans, the creator of The
Wild Unknown—a lifestyle website offering prints, calendars, and more.

Blossoms and Bones
In this wholly original, never-before-seen box set, the New York Times bestselling author who
has redefined tarot for the twenty-first century takes seekers on a journey of self-discovery
deep into the collective unconscious and through the realm of archetypes, where dreams and
myths meet. In this original box set, Kim Krans illuminates the revelatory power of
archetypes—the ancient, universal symbols that have endured across time and cultures and
reside deep in our shared psyche. Illustrated in her unmistakable “Wild Unknown” style, an
emotionally evocative combination of elegant line art and lush watercolor painting, The Wild
Unknown Archetypes Deck and Guidebook fosters a profound understanding of our complex
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personalities, behaviors, and tendencies. The Wild Unknown Archetypes deck includes 78
gorgeous circular oracle cards divided into four suits: The Self, The Place, The Tool, and The
Initiation. Each archetype has been carefully selected for its symbolic potency and the lesson
at the core of its nature, such as The Poet, representative of deep emotional creativity and the
drive to find our truth, and The Resting Place, symbolic of a pause on our journey and the need
to seek replenishment. Accompanying the deck is a 200-page hand-lettered, fully illustrated
guidebook written and designed by Krans, which details the meaning behind each card and
offers clear, grounded explanations of the many spreads, practices, and concepts that power
the Archetypes deck. A beautiful and inclusive tool for self-exploration, The Wild Unknown
Archetypes Deck and Guidebook is sure to enchant readers drawn to personal study,
symbology, and lore. Destined to become a treasured keepsake, The Wild Unknown
Archetypes Deck and Guidebook is an exquisitely designed work of art that embodies the
mystery, glamour, and allure that made Krans’s previous work collectible sensations, while
introducing a whole new realm of magic and depth to The Wild Unknown.

Journey to the Goddess Realm
Written and Illustrated by Kim Krans Illustrated, Hand-lettered Interactive Introduction 99 Fullcolor Illustrated prompts Embark on an odyssey of reflection, self-discovery, and creative
inspiration with The Wild Unknown Journal, a beautifully illustrated and hand-lettered guided
journal from Kim Krans, the visionary artist and author behind the bestselling The Wild
Unknown Tarot and The Wild Unknown Animal Spirit. Welcome to The Wild Unknown Journal.
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The labyrinth of creativity awaits you …. Your journey begins with a dynamic, interactive
introduction that invites you into this contemplative space and explains how to use the journal
and all the possibilities it offers. More than 125 exquisite pages of powerful prompts
follow—combined with emotionally evocative watercolor imagery and elegant black-and-white
line art—igniting an intimate and transformative experience for writers, artists, daydreamers, or
anyone seeking creative magic. Liberating and meditative, this stunning journal offers us a
deeper connection to our present moment and inner most selves—freeing us to write, draw,
color, collage, and create. Tap into the untamed power of the wild unknown as you discover
how to unleash the imaginative, the intuitive, and the inspired within.

The Wild Unknown Archetypes Deck and Guidebook
The voices and energy of our animal kin have always been a part of our human experience,
across most cultures and time frames. The stories of their relationships with the goddesses
and gods entwined the two energies into a divine form. Now it is time for us to reconnect with
this powerful partnership. In this deeply researched and richly written oracle, you will discover
the mythos of the animals and the eternal deities whose energy is woven together in
synergistic magic and learn how to use it to benefit your life. Double the power, double the
wildness, double the wisdom! Featuring animals and mythos from across the planet - from
Africa to the Arctic - this unique oracle is not only truly beautiful but will deliver accurate and
compassionate insight to the reader.
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Modern Tarot
The Wild Unknown Animal Spirit Guidebook
Daniel Ladinsky’s stunning interpretations of 365 soul-nurturing poems—one for each day of
the year—by treasured Persian lyric poet Hafiz The poems of Hafiz are masterpieces of sacred
poetry that nurture the heart, soul, and mind. With learned insight and a delicate hand, Daniel
Ladinsky explores the many emotions addressed in these verses. His renderings, presented
here in 365 poignant poems—including a section based on the translations of Hafiz by Ralph
Waldo Emerson—capture the compelling wisdom of one of the most revered Sufi poets.
Intimate and often spiritual, these poems are beautifully sensuous, playful, wacky, and
profound, and provide guidance for everyday life, as well as deep wisdom to savor through a
lifetime.

Morgan Robbins' Tarot
Get even more depth from your angel tarot readings with Radleigh Valentine's comprehensive
guide to the use of, and the in-depth symbolism behind, Angel Tarot Cards. In The Big Book of
Angel Tarot, best-selling author Radleigh Valentine follows up his groundbreaking work Angel
Tarot Cards with the definitive guide to the mystical art of tarot. By removing the fear, worry,
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and secrecy from the process, Radleigh is reintroducing the world to this language of the
Divine, without diminishing any of the amazing accuracy and detailed information that tarot is
known for. This fascinating book takes you card by card through the journey of The Dreamer in
the Major Arcana, fully explaining all of the magical symbolism found throughout tarot. You'll
come to understand the importance of each suit of the Minor Arcana and its relevance to your
daily life, as well as develop a -firm grasp of the court cards by getting to know each and every
one as if they're real people. Radleigh reveals the incredible insights into your questions and
concerns that arise from various card spreads-and also teaches you how to create your own!
(Previously published as The Big Book of Angel Tarot by Doreen Virtue and Radleigh
Valentine)

ABC Dream
A top tarotist's secrets to personal growth, one card at a time. The two volumes of SeventyEight Degrees of Wisdom have inspired a whole generation of tarot students. It has often been
described by readers, booksellers, and teachers as the "Bible of tarot readers." It is also often
cited as one of the landmark books in modern tarot, and it helped to launch the "Tarot
Renaissance" of the 1980s. The two texts-one for The Major Arcana and one for The Minor
Arcana--appear together in this volume, which is a reissue of the 1998 edition first published by
Thorsons. Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom draws on mythology and esoteric traditions and
delves deeply into the symbolism and ideas of each card. It also gives the cards a modern
psychological slant based on the pictures rather than a system of occult symbolism. This
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endlessly useful reference tool provides a concise history of tarot, introduces common
spreads, and is a clear and readable book for both the beginning and advanced tarot student.

The Light Seer's Tarot
Divine Animals Oracle
Love Your Inner Goddess
As you journey with the Goddesses, call on these ancient deities for help with all your daily
decisions and challenges. Inspiring you with their ancient wisdom, they will help you strengthen
your intuition and guide you toward enhanced conscious awareness. Journey to the Goddess
Realm 39-card deck includes 36 Goddess cards, three Confirmation cards, and a 48-page
booklet. This pantheon of Goddesses depicted with vibrant artwork includes: Ishtar, Isis, Kali,
Quan Yin, Rhiannon and others. Includes 39 cards and a 48-page guidebook.

Archetype Cards- A 78 Card Deck and Guidebook
The beloved literary iconoclast delivers a fresh twenty-first century primer on tarot that can be
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used with any deck. While tarot has gone mainstream with a diverse range of tarot decks
widely available, there has been no equally mainstream guide to the tarot—one that can be
applied to any deck—until now. Infused with beloved iconoclastic author Michelle Tea’s unique
insight, inviting pop sensibility, and wicked humor, Modern Tarot is a fascinating journey
through the cards that teaches how to use this tradition to connect with our higher selves.
Whether you’re a committed seeker or a digital-age skeptic—or perhaps a little of both—Tea’s
essential guide opens the power of tarot to you. Modern Tarot doesn’t require you to believe in
the supernatural or narrowly focus on the tarot as a divination tool. Tea instead provides
incisive descriptions of each of the 78 cards in the tarot system—each illustrated in the
charmingly offbeat style of cartoonist Amanda Verwey—and introduces specially designed cardbased rituals that can be used with any deck to guide you on a path toward radical growth and
self-improvement. Tea reveals how tarot offers moments of deep, transformative
connection—an affirming, spiritual experience that is gentle, individual, and aspirational.
Grounded in Tea’s twenty-five years of tarot wisdom and her abiding love of the cards, and
featuring 78 black and white illustrations throughout, Modern Tarot is the ultimate introduction
to the tradition of the tarot for millennial readers.

The Parish Behind God's Back
An exquisite exploration of the dark, self-transformative power of the tarot archetypes from a
world-renowned artist and tarot enthusiast This is tarot deck and book that will help you plumb
the depths of your soul, expose the powerful even frightening aspects of the human psyche,
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and teach you to cultivate self-realization. Arthur Taussig, the creator of the Alchemical Visions
Tarot, is a renowned artist and polymath: a physicist, photographer, filmmaker, and musician
whose artwork has been exhibited in 300 exhibitions worldwide. His complex imagery explores
the theme of the Hero's Journey throughout the major and minor arcana and reveals often
overlooked psychological implications of many of the tarot archetypes. Each card is presented
as a key to cultivating self-awareness and self-realization. While the Alchemical Visions Tarot
falls in the tradition of the Waite and Marseilles decks, it moves past preconceived notions of
race of and gender. It is a deck that all serious tarot enthusiasts and spiritual seekers will want
to explore for themselves.

Morgan-Greer Tarot
Mystical Shaman Oracle Cards
The writer who developed the acclaimed series "M*A*S*H," among other hits, looks back on
his long career from radio onward in the company of Mel Brooks, Jack Paar, Neil Simon and
others

The Hummingbird's Daughter
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Centered on the Qabbalistic Tree of Life, this symbolism clearly explores the Minor Arcana as
a representation of the four components of life: spirit, emotion, intellect, andbody; while it
reveals the Major Arcana to be the keys to our emotional response patterns to the symbolic
universe in which we live. Includes seven monthly meditations, individual readings, and
layouts.

Archetype Cards
The tarot classic that first promoted the practice of reading the cards not just for others but for
one's own personal insight and self-transformation “Tarot for Your Self was ground-breaking
when this book was first published and is still radically significant today.” —Benebell Wen,
author of Holistic Tarot “Deciding to work with the Tarot is like embarking on a long, inward
journey.”—Mary K. Greer This tarot classic by Mary K. Greer was the first book to promote
reading the cards for your own insight, revolutionizing tarot through a combined emphasis on
self-teaching techniques and personal growth. Tarot for Your Self uses meditations, rituals,
spreads, mandalas, visualizations, dialogues, charts, affirmations, and other activities to help
you establish your own relationship with the cards. All the information is presented using the
best in traditional knowledge and know-how. This powerful breakthrough process will turn all
your readings into truly transformative experiences. Tarot for Your Self covers interpretations
for the major and minor arcana, reversed card meanings for all 78 cards, and enlightening
information on your shadow/teacher cards.
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Beginner's Guide to Tarot
The Vampire Tarot ties the tales and mythic figures associated with the vampire legend to the
equally iconographic figures and forms of the tarot. This book explores the history of the
vampire starting with Bram Stoker's classic 1897 novel, Dracula, as well as those writings that
inspired Stoker and the vampire lore that derived from it. Stoker and his most famous work
were both closely tied to the classic Rider-Waite-Coleman tarot. Now, author-illustrator Robert
M. Place brings these two mythic traditions together with this extensively researched book that
guides the reader through the subtleties and parallels within The Vampire Tarot, providing a
guide for getting the most out of reading. Sure to delight not only tarot devotees but the general
fan of the vampire mythos as well.

123 Dream
Everyone Here Spoke Sign Language
The Big Book of Angel Tarot
Visionary artist and New York Times bestselling author of The Wild Unknown Kim Krans
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returns with a decadently illustrated and incredibly raw graphic memoir that chronicles her multilayered search for truth and recovery from an eating disorder and infertility in the throes of a
health and wellness-obsessed culture, touching on the healing potentials of creativity and
spirituality. With pen and paper as her trusted allies, revered visionary artist, spiritual seeker,
and bestselling author of The Wild Unknown, Kim Krans chronicles her deeply personal
journey of recovery through drawing. After cancelling her flight home to wellness-obsessed Los
Angeles, where Krans had been secretly experiencing a debilitating eating disorder, she finds
her way to an ashram and seeks spiritual and creative refuge. For forty days she relies on
“drawing the feeling” as a way to realign her relationship to food, addiction, fertility,
perfectionism, and the endless messaging of “never enough” echoing throughout current
culture. She makes the ashram her home and embarks on the healing process through
intricately hand-drawn narration of both her inner and outer worlds, cancelling forthcoming highprofile teaching obligations and international travel. Radical simplification, meditation,
community, and creativity bring her through the darkest chapter of her life. What emerges from
Krans’ deeply personal undertaking is a raw and beautiful never-before-seen artists’
document that explores what it means to prioritize truth and self-discovery in a world of
relentless expectations and distractions. A memoir at its heart, Blossoms and Bones is a
lifeline of light and beauty, a call to embrace our creative power, and a courageous example of
realigning with one’s destiny.

Whose Moon Is That?
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Discover an epic historical novel of a young saint escaping death from Pulitzer Prize finalist
Luis Alberto Urrea, author of The House of Broken Angels. This historical novel is based on
Urrea's real great-aunt Teresita, who had healing powers and was acclaimed as a saint. Urrea
has researched historical accounts and family records for years to get an accurate story.
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